
CAMCIG Conference Call
Monday, May 3, 2010
2:30 - 4:00 p.m.
Phone number to call: 866-740-1260
Password: 7526735

Present: Xiaoli  Li (Chair,  UC Davis), Wanda Jazayeri  (UC Irvine),  Anna DeVore 
(UCSB),  Brad  Eden  (UCSB),  Sara  Shatford  Layne  (UCLA),  Lai-Ying  Hsiung 
(Recorder,  UCSC),  Manuel  Urrizola  (UCR),  Linda Barnhart  (UCSD),  Jim Dooley 
(Merced), Lisa Rowlison de Ortiz (UCB), Nina Meechoonuk ( UCSF)

1. Announcement: Margaret Christean, UCSD serials cataloger, will retire in June. 
Provisions need to be made to fill in the gap.

2. Membership and charges for the new NGTS teams will be posted soon.

3. Dissertations and Theses

a) Draft ETD document was discussed. Any changes to the document should be 
sent to Xiaoli before June’s conference call. There is no decision on what to do 
with the document.
  
b) It is too early to decide which guideline(s) to use when cataloging ETDs. The 
Provider-Neutral  E-Monograph  Cataloging  Guidelines  means  no  institution-
specific information will be included. UCM ETDs are on a local server until they 
can be ingested into DPR and they are not on Proquest. 

c) University should be the publisher if one is to be entered.  Alternative is to give 
no publisher in 260.

d) Source of pagination for an ETD was discussed.

e) Print based DTs - single record is the standard, and macro can be used to create 
these reproduction records.  

  
4. RDA readiness 

a)  Consortial  pricing  for  RDA?   Every  campus  will  send  Xiaoli  the  number  of 
simultaneous users of Cataloging Desktop as a basis to figure out the number of RDA 
licenses that might be needed in the future.

b) Will each campus develop/find/appoint a local RDA “expert?” Would there be any 
wisdom/utility to having one person act as an expert within UC, who we could all turn 

about:blank


to with the toughest questions?  Every campus will discuss the issue locally and bring 
back the result for further discussion.        

 

5. Level of cataloging required for materials to be relocated to SRLF/NRLF 
(information sharing) - if your library has to catalog large quantity of legacy 
materials which will be stored in RLFs, would you accept less perfect OCLC records 
in order to expedite the process and because those materials are supposed to be used 
less frequently:  UCD will go back to discuss with their own catalogers.

6. CAMCIG will skip the July meeting. 

Next Call:
Monday, June 7, 2010
2:30-4p.m. 
Recorder: Lisa Rowlison de Ortiz (UCB)


